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Abstract—Synthetic transmit aperture (STA) has been widely
investigated in ultrasound system recently with characteristics of
high frame rate and low hardware cost. Since the high-resolution
image (HRI) of STA is formed by summation of low-resolution im-
ages (LRIs), it is susceptible to inter-firing motions. In this paper,
we propose a low-complexity global motion compensation algo-
rithm. We use the common region of interest between
different transmissions of STA imaging to beamform backward
and forward beam vectors. Then, the magnitude and direction of
motion can be evaluated by cross-correlations between specific
beam vectors in STA imaging. Compared with the uncompensated
image in two-dimentional (2D) motion environment, the proposed
motion compensation algorithm can improve the contrast ratio
(CR) and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) by 13.73 and 2.04 dB,
respectively. Also, the proposed algorithm improves the CR and
CNR about 7.84 and 1.36 dB comparing with the reference work,
respectively. In the Field II breath model, the proposed method
also improves the CR and CNR about 6.65 and 1.04 dB than the
reference method, respectively. Moreover, we propose a low-com-
plexity delay generator in the architecture design to further reduce
the computational complexity of the whole beamforming system.
Finally, we verify the proposed low-complexity motion compensa-
tion beamforming engine by using the VLSI implementation with
CMOS 90 nm technology. In the post-layout result, the core size is
2.39 mm at 125 MHz operating frequency and the frame rate of
the beamforming system is 42.23 frames per second.

Index Terms—Beamforming, ultrasound, synthetic aperture,
synthetic transmit aperture, STA, low complexity, motion,
compensation.

I. INTRODUCTION

U LTRASOUND system becomes more and more impor-
tant in diagnosis because of its safety and real-time prop-

erty. There are variable synthetic aperture method for ultra-
sound imaging, for example, synthetic aperture focusing tech-
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nique (SAFT) [4], [35], [36], synthetic focusing [37], synthetic
receive aperture [5], [37], and synthetic transmit aperture (STA)
[6]–[8], [38]. Since the frame rate of beamforming is dominated
by the round trip delay between pulses transmission and echoes
receiving, STA is used to increase the frame rate [1]–[4] by com-
bining a series of low resolution images (LRIs) to form a high
resolution image (HRI) with less number of firings. However,
STA is susceptible to motion, which causes the resolution degra-
dation because the LRIs are mutually incoherent in motion en-
vironment [5]–[8]. The problem may become more serious in
the applications of cardiac imaging and 3D imaging.
In different ultrasound imaging, there are many motion

estimation methods such as phase-domain methods [11], [12],
space-domain methods [7], [8], [13]–[16], and spline-based
methods [17], [18]. The space-domain methods such as
cross-correlation, normalized cross-correlation and sum of
absolute differences are widely used because these methods
are hardware friendly and have high accuracy. Although there
are several methods studying on motion compensation for
ultrasound imaging, few of them [7], [8] concern about the
motion compensation for synthetic transmit aperture (STA) in
ultrasound imaging.
Gammelmark and Jensen [7] proposed a duplex motion

compensation that can acquire the velocity and direction of mo-
tion in every block-based tissue region. Therefore, the method
has high performance in contrast resolution improvement.
The authors also use the RASMUS [34] research scanner for
phantom measurement. However, the method has very high
computational complexity. Therefore, it might be unsuitable
for portable ultrasound device with limited computational
capabilities. Trahey and Nock [5] investigated that axial mo-
tion is the dominant factor in image quality because it causes
more significant incoherence between LRIs in STA imaging.
2. The compensation method in [5] calculates the normalized
cross-correlation with the RF data in the different transmit sub-
aperture and receive subaperture. Based on this concept, Yiu et
al. [8] proposed an axial motion compensation (AMC) method.
It focuses on the global inter-firing axial motion because
local displacements are often useful in clinical diagnosis. This
method can be regarded as a simpler version of duplex method
since center-point firings are adopted in extra interleaved
firings. However, this method decreases the frame rate to half
of conventional STA mode due to extra center-point firings. It
is a main constraint for real-time imaging. Besides, methods in
both [7], [8] are based on the constant velocity assumption in a
small period, which led to estimation error with data in vivo.
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In this work, we propose a low-complexity motion compen-
sation algorithm and architecture to improve the correctness
of motion estimation. The proposed algorithms include axial
motion estimation, 2D motion estimation and motion com-
pensation method. We use the Common Region of Interest

, which is mentioned in Section III, between different
transmissions of STA imaging to obtain beamformed backward
and forward beam vectors. Then, we calculate the cross-correla-
tion of these beam vectors to estimate the motion displacement.
The proposed algorithms reduce computational complexity
significantly by calculating the normalized cross-correlation
between beamformed vectors instead of RF data in different
channels. Moreover, since the computational complexity bot-
tleneck in beamforming system is delay generator, we also
propose a low-complexity delay generator to further reduce
the computational complexity. The proposed algorithm and
architecture have three features:
• Use overlapped : Instead of channel data, the
beam vectors obtained from are used to reduce
the computational complexity.

• No extra firing : Since there are no extra firing for motion
estimation in our proposed algorithm, the proposed algo-
rithm is more suitable to be used with non-constant motion
velocity.

• Low-complexity : The geometry property is used in delay
generator to reduce the computational complexity. Also,
the ping-pong buffers are used in motion estimation to read
data and calculate the normalized cross-correlation in par-
allel to reduce the computational complexity.

At last, we implement the proposed low-complexity motion
compensated beamforming engine in TSMC CMOS 90 nm
technology. The core size is 2.39 mm at 125 MHz operating
frequency.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce

the concept of STA imaging and existing works for motion com-
pensation. In Section III, we describe our proposed axial mo-
tion estimation, 2Dmotion estimation andmotion compensation
method in STA imaging. The analysis of proposed algorithm
and simulation results are presented in Sections IV and V, re-
spectively. In Section VI, we describe the architecture design of
the proposed low-complexity motion compensation algorithm
and the proposed low-complexity delay generator. The imple-
mentation results and conclusion are presented in Sections VII
and VIII, respectively.

II. STA IMAGING

The basic concepts of STA method are shown in Fig. 1. In
conventional STA, a single element transmits a pulse and all el-
ements receive the echo signals. The STA method can also use
many transducer elements to transmit simultaneously and use
all elements to receive the echo signals. For -element aper-
ture, the transmit aperture is split into N subapertures. Each sub-
aperture transmits a prefocused beam or non-focused beam and
dynamically receives the echo signals. Therefore, LRI is formed
at each transmission, and the HRI is formed by combining all

Fig. 1. The conventional STA imaging system.

LRIs when all the elements have transmitted. For N transmis-
sions, there are N’s LRIs to form a HRI, and the STA image can
be expressed as

(1)

where and denote the beam number and sample number
respectively. is the th LRI.
Since the HRI of STA is formed by LRIs, the STA image is

susceptible to motions. When LRIs are incoherent due to mo-
tion, the image quality of HRI will decrease. Hence, the LRIs
need to be compensated before summation into HRI in motion
environment. The compensated HRI can be depicted by

(2)

where and denotes the compensated HRI
and compensated LRI in th emission respectively. For syn-
thetic aperture imaging, there are different methods [7], [8] to
obtain compensated HRI. [7] acquires the velocity and direc-
tion of motion in every block-based tissue region by crosscor-
relating the beamformed lines of HRI along multiple directions
at each image points. The method inserts extra firings between
every two imaging firings, and collected these echoes to form
another set of ultrasound imaging for robust motion estimation.
After doing cross-correlations between high resolution lines in
these ultrasound imaging on various directions, the inter-firing
displacements can be found. Since the method obtains not only
tissue velocity but also direction of the motion at every tissue
region, its computational complexity is very high. Therefore, it
might be unsuitable for portable ultrasound device with limited
computational capabilities. The AMCmethod [8] is proposed to
obtain the global axial motion. The global axial displacement is
defined as the average axial displacement between receive chan-
nels that yields the maximum cross-correlation. Thus, axial dis-
placement can be acquired and used to eliminate incoherence
between LRIs in this method. However, this method decreases
the frame rate to half of conventional STA mode due to extra
center-point firings. When there are motion in two dimensions,
the image quality of AMC method will decrease. Thus, making
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of proposed motion compensation.

Fig. 3. Illustration of common region of interest , backward beam
vector and forward beam vector.

all LRIs be compensated precisely is the primary goal in this
work and will be shown in the following section.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

A. Axial Motion Estimation

Fig. 2 illustrates the system block diagram of proposed
method. As can be seen, proposed method is processed be-
tween demodulated channel data and LRI formulation. In order
to increase the frame rate, the proposed method use the received
data in STA imaging. Hence, no extra firings are needed, which
is one of primary improvements comparing with [7], [8].
Since the source of firing changes in each transmission of

STA imaging, the Region of Interest (ROI) of corresponding
LRIs are mutually different. Therefore, the channel data is
beamformed to specific positions, which is called Common
Region of Interest . The is the region where
both adjacent LRIs have good image quality and is obtained as
follows

(3)

where and is the ROI of th and th
firing. depicts the common ROI in th and

th firing, which is defined as the intersection of and
. The phenomenon mentioned above is illustrated in

Fig. 3.
The beamformed vectors according to are on the

boundary of adjacent subgroup firing transducers. They could
be expressed as the following two forms with vector size

(4)

(5)

where and denote the forward beam vector and back-
ward beam vector in th firing according to
and , respectively. All channel data are beam-
formed to both forward beam vector and backward beam vector

except the 1st and Nth LRI. In 1st LRI, there is only backward
beam vector. In Nth LRI, there is only forward beam vector.
After the beamforming process, the axial motion estimations

are generated by calculating cross-correlation between forward
beam vectors and backward beam vector. The function of esti-
mated displacement can be expressed as

(6)

where represents the lag- cross-correlation values in th
firing. After normalization, the corresponding of maximum

is the axial displacement in th LRI and given by

(7)

B. Two-Dimensional Motion Estimation

To evaluate the lateral motion, the forward beam vector is
extended to a group of forward beam vectors. In th firing, th
forward beam vector is defined as the origin of lateral coordi-
nate. Extending forward beam vectors toward both positive
and negative sides on lateral direction, a set of forward beam
vectors are formed and denoted as

(8)

Here the total number of forward beam vectors is equal to

, and is equal to in (4). Hence, the proposed axial
motion compensation can be seen as a specific form of pro-
posed two-dimensional motion compensation when is set to
zero. The proposed two-dimension motion estimation scheme
is shown in Fig. 4. The cross-correlation between th forward
beam vectors and backward beam vector in th firing can be
modified to

(9)

Therefore, the axial and lateral displacement in th LRI are
judged as the maximum value of cross-correlation between
forward beam vectors and backward beam vector by

(10)

(11)

C. Motion Compensation

In this work, the first LRI is chosen to be the referenced LRI.
Therefore, the and are set to zero. All other LRIs have to
be compensated before summation. Compared to the referenced
LRI, the relative lateral and axial motion in are equal to
the negative cumulation of previous motions

(12)
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Fig. 4. Illustration of two-dimensional motion estimation scheme.

Fig. 5. Illustration of the proposed motion compensation scheme.

(13)

and indicates the relative lateral and axial motion, re-
spectively, between referenced LRI and . Thus, all LRI can
be compensated based on these two displacements as

(14)

The procedure of proposed method is presented in Fig. 5.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM

In this section, we analyze the properties of the proposed low-
complexity motion compensation algorithm.

A. Frame Rate Analysis

Existing works relied on extra firings for forming another set
of HRIs [7] or collecting raw channel data from same firing
source [8] for robust motion estimation. Those extra firings re-
duce the system frame rate and become a main constraint in
real-time ultrasound imaging. However, the proposed method
estimates the displacement and forms LRI in the same firing.
Hence, the proposed method dose not reduce the frame rate in
ultrasound system. This feature leads the proposed method suit-
able in real-time imaging system. The comparison of frame rates
for the proposed STAmethod, other synthetic aperture methods,
and conventional beamforming is mentioned in the Appendix B.

TABLE I
PARAMETER IN COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

B. Complexity Analysis

he second feature of the proposed method is the low com-
putational complexity. In AMC, the cross-correlation is cal-
culated between the same raw channel in adjacent firings and
the calculated time of cross-correlation is equal to the channel
number, which is usually 64-128 in ultrasound system. To re-
duce the computational complexity of the cross-correlation, the
proposed method transforms raw channel data to specific beam
vector first. Then, the proposed axial method just re-
quires to calculate one cross-correlation in each firing in the
environment with axial motion. Even in the environment with
2D motion, the proposed 2D method also has lower computa-
tional complexity than AMC and Duplex method. The overhead
of proposed method is the extra beamforming process, which is
usually called “delay and sum” in ultrasound imaging. It could
be efficiently implemented by proposed low-complexity delay
generator introduced in Section VI.
Tables I and II show the simulation parameters and the

comparison of complexity analysis in different methods, re-
spectively. The axial and lateral searching range is decided
according to [20]. In general, the beamforming system consists
of demodulation, delay generator and phase rotation modules.
The two terms in demodulation represent down converter and
low-pass filter (LPF). Also, two terms in proposed method
correspond to cross-correlation and beamform process. The
phase rotation is implemented by rotation mode of COordinate
Rotation DIgital Computer (CORDIC) [31]–[33]. For the
whole beamforming system, the complexity is about 841.7 M,
where M stands for million. Since the Duplex method is the 2D
motion compensation method, which has high computational
complexity, we compare our proposed method with the AMC
method. The proposed axial motion method, which has similar
contrast resolution with AMC, saves about 97% and 36%
computational complexity in motion compensation algorithm
and whole system, respectively. Also, the proposed 2D motion
method saves about 36% and 32% computational complexity in
motion compensation algorithm and whole system respectively
and has better contrast resolution than the M-MAC method.

C. Non-Constant Motion Velocity Environment Analysis

The third feature of the proposed method is that the proposed
method can work in the environment with non-constant motion
velocity. Many compensation algorithms are based on the as-
sumption that the velocity of observed target remains constant
in a period. However, in vivo imaging, the motion velocity is
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TABLE II
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF BEAMFORMING SYSTEM

Fig. 6. Motion estimation in non-constant velocity target.

time-variant. Therefore, the motion estimation of those compen-
sation algorithms, which with extra firing, become inaccuracy
in the vivo imaging. We choose the AMC method as the refer-
ence method to illustrate this concept which is shown in Fig. 6.
We can see that the displacements between adjacent motion fir-
ings and imaging firings are different in the environment with
non-constant velocity. Hence, it is not reliable to use the esti-
mated results in extra firings to represent the motion in LRIs.
To overcome this problem, the proposed method estimates mo-
tion and forms image in each firing simultaneously. Thus, the
proposed method can evaluate displacement in each firing in-
terval without assumption. The simulation result of this feature
is shown in Section V.C.

V. SIMULATION SETUP AND RESULTS

In this section, we show the simulations of our proposed
method with different motion directions in the ultrasound
system. The simulation setup and parameters are listed in
Tables I and III. The synthetic images are generated by Field
II [19]. A linear-array transducer with 128 elements is used.
The central 64 transducer elements are used to transmit, and
all 128 elements are used to receive pulse echo signal. The 64
transmitting transducers are separated into 8 subgroups, each
with 8 adjacent elements. Transducers in same subgroup are
transmitted simultaneously, and all non-overlapped subgroups
are transmitted in sequence. Therefore, 8 LRIs are generated to

TABLE III
FIELD II SIMULATION PARAMETERS

form a HRI in the simulation. For linear arrays, Nyquist spatial
sampling can be defined as the two-way beamwidth, which
can be calculated as . is the
number defined as the ratio of focal distance, , to aperture
dimension. In this work, we employ the linear array transducer
in our simulation, where we set mm and

mm. Therefore, it is suitable for Nyquist criterion
when .
In general, two main indices, CR and CNR, are used to eval-

uate the contrast resolution of images. The CR and CNR can be
expressed as follows [39]:

(15)

(16)

and denote the mean intensity in the background and the
mean intensity in the cyst, respectively. and denote
the standard deviation in the background and the standard de-
viation in the cyst, respectively. Higher CR and CNR represent
the higher contrast resolution and better image quality.

A. Performance of the Axial Motion Compensation

First, we show the performance of our proposed method
with only axial motion in the simulation. Between two adjacent
LRIs, the tissue and the cysts move 0.5 mm away from the
transducer. The axial motion simulation results are shown in
Table IV, which consists of normalized cross-correlation and
the absolute motion estimated errors between AMC method
and the proposed method. The number of interval is 7 because
there are 8 subgroups of transmitting transducers. The average
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Fig. 7. Simulation results of axial motion. (a) Static image, (b) Uncompen-
sated image, (c) Compensated with AMC [8], (d) Compensated with proposed
method. (e) CR and CNR in (a)–(d).

TABLE IV
NORMALIZED CROSS-CORRELATION AND MEAN ERROR BETWEEN AMC
METHOD AND PROPOSED METHOD IN AXIAL MOTION SIMULATION

cross-correlation in AMC method is around 0.91, and the mean
error in AMC method is 0.04 mm. The mean error of AMC
method in axial motion simulation is almost the same with the
proposed method. Fig. 7 shows the simulation results of STA
imaging with axial motion in different conditions. The proposed
method can achieve similar performance but with much lower
computational complexity than AMC [8] and improves CR and
CNR by 11.02 dB and 1.81 dB comparing with uncompensated
image, respectively.

B. Performance of the Two Dimension Motion Compensation

The motion direction and phase of the tissue and the cyst be-
tween two adjacent LRIs are set to 0.58 mm and away
from the transducer, respectively. Therefore, the motion dis-
placement can be decomposed into 0.5 mm away in axial com-
ponent and 0.3 mm rightward in lateral component. The two-di-
mensional motion simulation results are shown in Table V. In
this simulation, the average axial motion error raises to 18%
in the AMC method, which is 2 times higher than the error in
Table IV. The average cross-correlation value also drops from
0.91 to 0.58. The results of the proposedmethod are 0.79 and 6%
in average cross-correlation value and mean axial motion error,
respectively. The performance of our proposed method with 2D
motion are shown in Fig. 8. The proposed method improves the

Fig. 8. Simulation results of 2D motion. (a) Static image, (b) Uncompensated
image, (c) Compensated with AMC [8], (d) Compensated with proposed
method. (e) CR and CNR in (a)–(d).

TABLE V
NORMALIZED CROSS-CORRELATION AND MEAN ERROR BETWEEN AMC

METHOD AND PROPOSED METHOD IN 2D MOTION SIMULATION

CR and CNR by 13.73 dB and 2.04 dB comparing with uncom-
pensated image, respectively. Since the 2D displacement leads
AMCmethod become imprecise in axial motion estimation, our
proposed method improves the CR and CNR about 7.84 dB and
1.36 dB than AMC method, respectively.

C. Performance of the Non-Constant Motion Velocity for Axial
Motion Estimation

We use the Field II breath model in this simulation. The po-
sition of cyst is used as follows

(17)

The simulation results of STA imaging with breath model is
shown in Fig. 9. The proposed method estimates displacement
accurately in the environment with non-constant motion ve-
locity and improves the CR and CNR about 6.65 dB and 1.04
dB than AMC method, respectively.

VI. ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN AND VLSI IMPLEMENTATION

The proposed digital beamforming system is shown in
Fig. 10. Comparing with conventional STA imaging, our
system includes an extra module, motion estimation. Moreover,
due to large computational complexity in delay generator, we
also propose a low complexity linear-array delay generator.
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TABLE VI
PROS AND CONS OF DIFFERENT DELAY GENERATORS

Fig. 9. Simulation results of non-constant motion. (a) Static image, (b) Un-
compensated image, (c) Compensated with AMC [8], (d) Compensated with
proposed method. (e) CR and CNR in (a)–(d).

Fig. 10. Proposed digital beamforming system.

First, we describe the algorithm of proposed low complexity
delay generator in this section. Then, we describe the architec-
tures of the proposed delay generator and motion compensation
generator which is mentioned in Section III. Finally, the
implementation result of the low-complexity compensated
beamforming engine is mentioned in this section.

A. Proposed Low-Complexity Delay Generator

Delay generator plays an important role in traditional beam-
forming system because it is bottleneck of system computation.
The main function of delay generator provides the round-trip
distance between transducers and pixels on image. According
to the result of delay, system can fetch corresponding data in
channel buffer and sum them to form an high resolution image.
The challenge of delay generator is the high computation
complexity which drop the frame rate. Table VI shows the
pros and cons of related works [21]–[25] of delay generator.
Although look-up table and piecewise-linear approximation
based methods have less computation, these methods are not
suitable in real-time beamforming system because of their
large memory requirement and non-adaptive online constraint.
Another method called LUCS method [25] is effective on low
complexity on-line delay calculation. However, it is only fit in
phase array. The other method called Fast Parametric Beam-
former Method [24] is suitable in all scan formats. However,

when the word-length of delay changes, the architecture also
needs to modify because it adopts recursive calculations to
achieve various precision.
In this work, we propose an on-line low-complexity linear

array delay generator. Fig. 11 shows the geometry of linear
array scan format. Since the principle of transmission delay and
receiving delay is the same, we only discuss the transmission
delay. is distance from emission position to beam in channel
domain. is the depth of Point of Interest (POI) and is
the distance from emission position to th POI. The length in
geometry is normalized to interval of POI first. The initial value
of is a round integer of and shown as follows

(18)

With Law of cosine, the equations of proposed delay are
shown as follows

(19)

The component in (19) is defined as the Update Term
(UT). The square value of emission position to next POI can be
obtained recursively by adding the Update Term. By separating
integer and decimal part of as shown in (20), (19) can be
transformed to (21) in the following

(20)

(21)

where and stand for the integer part of
and the residual part of respectively. The component of

in (21) is defined as the Update Term Accumu-
lator (UTA). Besides, the direct form of square of
is shown as follows

(22)

where is defined as the Carry Term(CT). There-
fore, the integer part of delay are evaluated by comparison of
UTA and CT as shown below

(23)
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Fig. 11. Geometry of a linear array.

Fig. 12. Architecture of integer part of delay generator.

TABLE VII
HARDWARE COST OF TRADITIONAL AND PROPOSED DELAY GENERATOR

In (23), whenever UTA is greater than CT, the integer part of
next delay have to be added by one. Otherwise, the next delay
remains the present value.
Precision to integer level is not enough for beamforming

system because the phase rotation part needs decimal infor-
mation of delay. Hence, we propose a approximate formula to
estimate the decimal part of delay. The decimal part of delay
can be expressed as

(24)

The component is equal to the residual
part in (20). Because , the decimal part can be ap-
proximated as follows

(25)

Therefore, the decimal part can be generated with the ratio of
residual part to double of contemporary delay. The mean error
of approximation in (25) is about 0.6% in wavelength.

B. Architecture Design

1) Proposed Delay Generator: The proposed delay gener-
ator include the integer part and decimal part. There are update
term generator, update term accumulator and delay generator
in the architecture of integer part of proposed delay generator
which is shown in Fig. 12. In the decimal part of proposed delay
generator, the architecture is only a divider and a shifter. The
comparison of hardware cost of delay generator unit is shown in
Table VII. N is number of channel. Comparing with traditional
delay generator, proposed delay generator uses half of multi-
pliers and does not require square rooter. We have to emphasize

Fig. 13. Architecture of Motion Estimation.

Fig. 14. Architecture of Normalization Generator.

that the wordlength of divider is half of the wordlength of square
rooter. The gate count of proposed method is 23% less than the
gate count of traditional method.
2) Proposed Motion Compensation Generator: The main

computation in motion estimation is normalized cross-correla-
tion (NCC). The equation of NCC can be expressed as

(26)

where and stand for the forward beam vector and back-
ward beam vectors which are mentioned in Section III. The nu-
merator of NCC can be implemented by Fig. 13. It can be seen
that the number of multiplier is equal to the length of vector,
which is 1024 in our specification. The hardware cost of di-
rect implementation is high. Hence, we use folding technique
and ping-pong buffers to reduce the hardware cost. After using
folding technique, there are only five multipliers in the motion
estimation design. Besides, ping-pong buffers are used to read
input signal and do cross-correlation in parallel to increase the
refreshing speed of new data. Before generating final output,
the cross-correlation results need to be normalized. The archi-
tecture of normalization generator, which is the denominator
part of (26), is shown in the Fig. 14. The sum of square
is constant in given and . Therefore, it only need to com-
pute once. For different in (26), system can recursively obtain
sum of square of by adding a update term with only two
square computations. The square rooter is needed between nor-
malization, which is the critical path of motion estimation. To
speed up the processing, pipeline square rooter is adopted here
to decrease the critical path.
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Fig. 15. The schedule of the proposed architecture.

TABLE VIII
THE TOTAL EXECUTION CYCLE OF THE PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE

C. VLSI Implementation

The post-layout analysis of the proposed low-complexity mo-
tion compensated beamforming engine is obtained with Verilog
HDL codes synthesized with the standard cell library of TSMC
90 nm CMOS technology with a core size 2.39 mm at 125
MHz operating frequency. In order to analyze the frame rate of
proposed beamforming engine, we show the schedule and the
total execution cycle of the proposed architecture in Fig. 15 and
Table VIII, respectively. The demodulation, delay, and motion
estimation can be computed simultaneously after two firings.
We use the 8 proposed delay generators in the proposed archi-
tecture. Therefore, the total cycle of the system can be calculated
as follows,

(27)

Since the cycle time is 8 ns, the frame rate is calculated as
follows,

(28)

Therefore, based on the current clock rate, the frame rate can
be up to 42.23 frames per second. There is trade-off between
the hardware cost and the frame rate of the proposed architec-
ture. We can achieve higher frame rate by using more hardware
resources. If we use 16 delay generators, the frame rate of the
proposed architecture can reach 65.4 frames/sec. The estimated
frame rate can be calculated as follows,

(29)

Fig. 16. The layout of the proposed motion compensated beamforming
engine.

TABLE IX
SYNTHESIS RESULTS OF BEAMFORMING SYSTEM

TABLE X
SYNTHESIS RESULTS IN CHIP IMPLEMENTATION

(30)

After synthesis, the detailed gate counts of each module is
shown in Table IX. Fig. 16 shows the layout of the proposed
motion compensated beamforming engine. It can be seen
that the proposed motion compensation occupies the small
percentage of chip area. Table X describes the results in chip
implementation. The frame rate of beamforming system which
operate at 125 MHz reaches 42.23 frames per second.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this work, we propose a newmotion compensationmethod.
With features of low-complexity and no extra firings, proposed
method is suitable for real-time imaging. The simulation re-
sults of 2D motion show that the proposed method improves
the CR and CNR by 13.73 dB and 2.04 dB comparing with mo-
tion without compensation, respectively. Also, improvement of
the proposed method comparing with reference work is 7.84 dB
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TABLE XI
THE PARAMETER OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

and 1.36 dB in CR and CNR, respectively. In Field II breath
model, the proposed method improves the CR and CNR by 6.65
dB and 1.04 dB than reference method, respectively. The post-
layout analysis of the whole imaging system is implemented
with TSMC 90 nm CMOS technology, and the circuit with 9.2%
hardware overhead for motion compensation can operate at 125
MHz with the rate of 42.23 frames per second.

APPENDIX A
COMPARING STA WITH THE CONVENTIONAL BEAMFORMING

SYSTEM FOR SNR PERFORMANCE

In the Appendix, we analyze the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)
in STA system and conventional beamforming system. The pa-
rameters of our proposed system are shown in the Table XI.
To compare the SNR in STA system with SNR in conventional
system, we use the definition in [3] as follows,

(31)

If we keep amplitude of the transmitting excitation the
same, the ratio of transmitting power can be obtained as follows:

(32)

The SNR in STA system is 18.06 dB lower than SNR in con-
ventional system. However, the SNR in STA system can be im-
proved by increasing the amplitude of the signal [3]. The ratio
of transmitting power (P) for a conventional system to synthetic
aperture system is defined in [3] as follows,

(33)

If the transmitting power of synthetic aperture is less than or
equal to conventional system, then the amplitude A can be ob-
tained as follows,

(34)

TABLE XII
COMPARISON OF FRAME RATES FOR DIFFERENT METHODS

When the amplitude of the transmit excitation increases to eight
, it can be shown that SNR ratio of both systems are the

same. That is,

(35)

The SNR of the STA system is the same as the SNR of the con-
ventional beamforming by increasing amplitude of the transmit
excitation to eight.

APPENDIX B
COMPARISON OF FRAME RATES BETWEEN

DIFFERENT METHODS

For conventional beamforming, the frame rate can be calcu-
lated as:

(36)

where presents number of lines in the image and is the
pulse repetition frequency. On the other hand, the frame rate of
conventional synthetic aperture can be computed as:

(37)

where is the number of channel. For synthetic receive
aperture (SRA), the frame rate can be calculated as follows,

(38)

where is the number of receiver. For synthetic transmit
aperture (STA), the frame rate can be calculated as follows,

(39)

where is the number of transmitter. In our proposed STA
method, it transmits 8 times. Therefore, the frame rate can be
calculated as follows,

(40)

where is the number of transmitting pulse. The comparison
of frame rate between different methods is shown in Table XII.
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The proposed STA method has highest frame rate comparing
with other methods.
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